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LATTICES AND COHOMOLOGICAL MACKEY FUNCTORS FOR
FINITE CYCLIC P-GROUPS
B. TORRECILLAS AND TH. WEIGEL
Abstract. For a finite cyclic p-group G and a discrete valuation domain R
of characteristic 0 with maximal ideal pR the R[G]-permutation modules are
characterized in terms of the vanishing of first degree cohomology on all sub-
groups (cf. Thm. A). As a consequence any R[G]-lattice can be presented by
R[G]-permutation modules (cf. Thm. C). The proof of these results is based on
a detailed analysis of the category of cohomological G-Mackey functors with
values in the category of R-modules. It is shown that this category has global
dimension 3 (cf. Thm. E). A crucial step in the proof of Theorem E is the fact
that a gentle R-order category (with parameter p) has global dimension less
or equal to 2 (cf. Thm. D).
1. Introduction
For a Dedekind domain R and a finite group G one calls a finitely generated left
R[G]-module M an R[G]-lattice, if M - considered as an R-module - is projective.
In this paper we focus on the study of R[G]-lattice, where R is a discrete valuation
domain of characteristic 0 with maximal ideal pR for some prime number p, and
G is a finite cyclic p-group. The study of such lattices has a long history and was
motivated by a promissing result of F.-E. Diederichsen (cf. [5, Thm. 34:31], [6])
who showed that for the finite cyclic group of order p there are precisely three
directly indecomposable such lattices up to isomorphism: the trivial R[G]-lattice
R, the free R[G]-lattice R[G], and the augmentation ideal ωR[G] = ker(R[G]→ R).
A similar finiteness result holds for cyclic groups of order p2 (cf. [12]). However, for
cyclic p-groups of order larger than p2 there will be infinitely many isomorphism
types of such lattices; even worse, in general this classification problem is “wild”
(cf. [7], [8], [11]). If the R[G]-lattice M is isomorphic to R[Ω] for some finite left
G-set Ω, M will be called an R[G]-permutation lattice. The main purpose of this
paper is to establish the following characterization of R[G]-permutation lattices for
finite cyclic p-groups (cf. Cor. 6.7, Prop. 6.8).
Theorem A. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with maximal
ideal pR for some prime number p, let G be a finite cyclic p-group, and let M be
an R[G]-lattice. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) M is an R[G]-permutation lattice,
(ii) H1(U, resGU (M)) = 0 for all subgroups U of G,
(iii) MU is R-torsion free for all subgroups U of G,
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where MU =M/ωR[U ]M denotes the U -coinvariants of M .
By a result of I. Reiner (cf. [5, Thm. 34.31], [15]), one knows that there are
Z[Cp]-lattices satisfying (ii), where Cp is the cyclic group of order p, which are not
Z[Cp]-permutation lattices. Hence the conclusion of Theorem A does not hold for
the ring R = Z.
Theorem A has a number of interesting consequences which we would like to
explain in more detail. For a finite p-group G it is in general quite difficult to
decide whether a given R[G]-lattice M is indeed an R[G]-permutation lattice. A
sufficient criterion to the just mentioned problem was given by A. Weiss in [27] for
an arbitrary finite p-group G and the ring of p-adic integers R = Zp. He showed
that if for a normal subgroup N of G the Zp[G/N ]-module M
N of N -invariants is
a Zp[G/N ]-permutation module, and res
G
N (M) is a free Zp[N ]-module, then M is
a Zp[G]-permutation module (cf. [13, Chap. 8, Thm. 2.6]). Theorem A extends
A. Weiss’ result for cyclic p-groups in the following way (cf. Prop. 6.12).
Corollary B. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with max-
imal ideal pR for some prime number p, let G be a finite cyclic p-group, and let
N be a normal subgroup of G. Suppose that the R[G]-lattice M is satisfying the
following two hypothesis.
(i) resGN (M) is an R[N ]-permutation module, and
(ii) MN is an R[G/N ]-permutation module.
Then M is an R[G]-permutation module.
Although it seems impossible to describe all isomorphism types of directly inde-
composable R[G]-lattices, where R is a discrete valuation domain of characteristic
0 with maximal ideal pR and G is a finite cyclic p-group, one can (re)present such
lattices in a very natural way (cf. Thm. 6.11).
Theorem C. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with maximal
ideal pR for some prime number p, let G be a finite cyclic p-group, and let M be an
R[G]-lattice. Then there exist finite G-sets Ω0 and Ω1, and a short exact sequence
(1.1) 0 // R[Ω1] // R[Ω0] // M // 0
of R[G]-lattices.
The proof of Theorem A and Theorem C is based on the theory of cohomological
Mackey functors for a finite group G. Mackey functors were first introduced by
A.W.M. Dress in [9]. Cohomological Mackey functors satisfy an additional identity
(cf. [24]). The category of cohomological G-Mackey functors cMFG(Rmod) with
values in the category of R-modules coincides with the category of contravariant
functors of an R⊛-order category MR(G) (cf. §3.2). In case that G is a cyclic
p-group or order pn, one has a unitary projection functor (cf. §2.10)
(1.2) π : cMFR(G) −→ GR(n, p)
which can be used to analyze the category cMFG(Rmod). Here GR(n, p) denotes
the gentle R-order category supported on n+ 1 vertices and parameter p (cf. §5.1)
which can be seen as an R-order version of the gentle algebra GF(n) defined over a
field F. The gentle algebra has been subject to intensive investigations (cf. [10]),
e.g., it is well known that GF(n) is 1-Gorenstein (resp. 0-Gorenstein for n = 0 or
n = 1), but for n ≥ 1 it is not of finite global dimension. Hence the following
property of the gentle R-order category is somehow surprising (cf. Thm. 5.8).
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Theorem D. Let p be a prime number, and let R be a principal ideal domain of
characteristic 0 such that p.1 ∈ R is a prime element. Then gldim(GR(n, p)) = 2
for n ≥ 2, and gldim(GR(n, p)) = 1 for n = 1 or 0.
In §4 we study section cohomology groups which can be associated to any co-
homological Mackey functor and any normal section of a finite group. This allows
us to introduce the notion of cohomological Mackey functors with the Hilbert90-
property (cf. §4.2). Theorem A and Theorem C are a direct consequence of a more
general result which states that for a discrete valuation domain R of characteristic 0
and maximal ideal pR every cohomological G-Mackey functor with values in the
category of R-lattices and with the Hilbert90 property is projective (cf. Thm. 6.5).
The proof of this more general result is achieved in two steps. The first step is
to show that the deflation functor associated to π (cf. (1.2)) maps Hilbert90 R-
lattice functors to projective functors of the gentle R-order category. The second
step is to establish injectivity and surjectivity criteria which ensure that a given
natural transformation φ : X→ Y envolving Hilbert90 R-lattice functors is indeed
an isomorphism (cf. Prop. 4.16, Prop. 6.4).
The first step is based on a sufficient criterion (cf. Thm. 2.16) which guarantees
that the deflation functor associated to a unitary projection π is mapping ⊛-acyclic
R-lattice functors to projective R-lattice functors. Here ⊛ denotes the Yoneda dual
(cf. §2.5) which can be seen as the standard dualizing procedure for R⊛-categories.
Although this criterion is based on what is usually called “abstract nonsense”, it
will turn out to be quite useful: two of the three hypothesis one has to claim can
be verified easily for the unitary projection π and involve the Hilbert90 property,
while the third is a direct consequence of Theorem D.
The two main results known to authors concerning the cohomology of cohomo-
logical Mackey functors are due to S. Bouc (cf. [3]) and D. Tambara (cf. [22]), but
concern cohomological Mackey functors with values in a field of positive character-
istic. Although the just-mentioned results indicate that for cyclic groups the theory
of cohomological Mackey functors should be significantly easier (and different) than
in the general case, the following consequence is nevertheless surprising.
Theorem E. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with maximal
ideal pR for some prime number p, and let G be a non-trivial finite cyclic p-group.
Then gldimR(MR(G)) = 3.
2. R⊛-categories
LetR be a commutative ring with 1, and let Rmod denote the abelian category of
R-modules. An R-moduleM will be called an R-lattice, if M is a finitely generated
projective R-module. We denote by Rlat the full subcategory of Rmod the objects
of which are R-lattices, and by Rmod
f.g. the full subcategory of Rmod the objects
of which are finitely generated R-modules. For certain applications we have to
restrict our considerations to Dedekind domains. For such a ring R one has the
following property: If φ : M → Q is a surjective homomorphism of R-lattices, then
ker(φ) is an R-lattice and the canonical map ker(φ)→M is split-injective.
Following [1, Chap. 2. §2] one calls a category C an R-category, if HomC(A,B)
is an R-module for any pair of objects A,B ∈ ob(C), and composition
(2.1) ◦ : HomC(B,C)×HomC(A,B) −→ HomC(A,C)
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is R-bilinear for any three objects A,B,C ∈ ob(C). E.g., Rmod is an R-category.
Note that Cop is an R-category for every R-category C. A (covariant) functor
φ : C → D between R-categories C and D is called R-linear, if
(2.2) φA,B : HomC(A,B) −→ HomD(φ(A), φ(B))
is a homomorphism of R-modules for every pair of objects A,B ∈ ob(C).
2.1. R⊛-order categories. An R-category C will be called an R-order category, if
ob(C) is a finite set and HomC(A,B) is an R-lattice for all A,B ∈ ob(C). E.g., if µ
is an R-order, then µ•, the category with one object • and Homµ•(•, •) = µ, is an
R-order category. An R-category C together with an R-linear functor σ : C → Cop
satisfying σ(A) = A for all A ∈ ob(C) and σ◦σ = idC will be called an R⊛-category.
E.g., if µ is an R-algebra with an R-linear antipode σµ : µ → µop of order 2, i.e.,
σ ◦ σ = idµ, then µ• is an R
⊛-category. An R⊛-category (C, σ), where C is an
R-order category, will be called an R⊛-order category.
2.2. Additive functors. Let C be an R-category. By FR(Cop,Rmod) we denote
the category of R-linear functors from Cop to Rmod, i.e., F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod))
is a contravariant R-linear functor from C to Rmod. Morphisms in FR(Cop,Rmod)
are given by the R-linear natural transformations, i.e., η ∈ natR(F,G) is called
R-linear, if ηA : F(A) → G(A) is R-linear for every A ∈ ob(C). It is well known
that FR(Cop,Rmod) is an abelian category (cf. [14, Chap. IX, Prop. 3.1]).
A functor F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)) will be called an R-lattice functor if F(A) is
an R-lattice for every object A ∈ ob(C). By FR(Cop,Rlat) ⊆ FR(Cop,Rmod) we
denote the full subcategory of R-lattice functors.
Let (C, σ) be an R⊛-category, and let ∗ = HomR( , R) : Rlat −→ Rlat
op denote
the dualizing functor in Rlat. Composition of
∗ with σ yields a dualizing functor
(2.3) ∗ : FR(C
op,Rlat) −→ FR(C
op,Rlat)
op,
where F∗(A) = F(A)∗ and F∗(φ) = F(σ(φ))∗ for F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rlat)) and
φ : A→ B ∈ HomC(A,B).
2.3. Projectives. Let C be an R-category, and let A ∈ ob(C). Then
(2.4) PA = HomC( , A) ∈ ob(FR(C
op,Rmod))
is anR-linear functor from Cop to Rmod. Moreover, if C is anR-order category, then
PA is an R-lattice functor. One has the following property (cf. [21, Prop. IV.7.3]).
Fact 2.1. Let C be an R-category, let A ∈ ob(C) and F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)).
Then one has a canonical isomorphism
(2.5) θA,F : natR(P
A,F) −→ F(A)
given by θA,F(ξ) = ξA(idA), ξ ∈ natR(PA,F).
The inverse of θA,F can be given explicit. For f ∈ F(A) and B ∈ ob(C) one has
(2.6) θ−1A,F(f)B : P
A(B)→ F(B), θ−1A,F(f)B(φ) = F(φ)(f), φ ∈ HomC(B,A).
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It is straightforward to verify that θ−1A,F(f) ∈ natR(P
A,F). Let χ : F → G be an
R-linear natural transformation. Then one has a commutative diagram
(2.7) F(A)
χA

θ−1A,F // natR(PA,F)
χ◦−

G(A)
θ−1A,G // natR(PA,G).
From this fact one concludes the following well known property (see [21, Cor. 7.5]).
Fact 2.2. Let C be an R-category, let F,G ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)), and let φ ∈
natR(F,G) be a natural transformation such that φA : F(A) → G(A) is surjec-
tive. Then for every natural transformation χ ∈ natR(PA,G) there exists χ˜ ∈
natR(P
A,F) making the diagram
(2.8) PA
χ

χ˜
~~⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
F
φ // G // 0
commute. In particular, PA ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)) is projective.
As a consequence one has the following.
Fact 2.3. Let C be an R-category such that ob(C) is a set. Then FR(Cop,Rmod)
is an abelian category with enough projectives.
If C is an R-category and ob(C) is a set, we denote for F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod))
the right derived functors of natR( ,F) by ext
k
R( ,F), k ≥ 0.
Let C be an R-order category. Then by definition PA is an R-lattice functor. A
projective object P ∈ ob(F(Cop,Rmod)) which is a lattice functor will be a called
a projective R-lattice functor. For these functors one concludes the following:
Fact 2.4. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let C be an R-order category. Then ev-
ery R-lattice functor F ∈ ob(F(Cop,Rmod)) has a projective resolution (Pk, ∂Pk , εF),
where Pk is a projective R-lattice functor for every k ≥ 0.
Remark 2.5. Let C be an R-order category such that for all A,B ∈ ob(C), A 6= B,
one has A 6≃ B. Let µC be the R-order given by µC =
⊕
A,B∈ob(C)HomC(A,B),
where the product is given by
(2.9) α · β =
{
α ◦ β for B1 = B2,
0 for B1 6= B2.
for α ∈ HomC(B2, C), β ∈ HomC(A,B1). Then one has a canonical R-linear functor
ρC : C → µC• (cf. §2.1) induced by the identity on morphisms. Moreover, the cat-
egory FR(Cop,Rmod) is naturally equivalent to the category of right µC-modules
modµC . This equivalence is achieved by assigning a right µC-module M the func-
tor FM ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)) given by FM (A) = M · idA for A ∈ ob(C). For
φ ∈ HomC(A,B) the mapping FM (φ) : FM (B) → FM (A) is given by right mul-
tiplication with φ. A functor F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)) can be made into a right
µC-module MF, where MF =
⊕
A∈ob(C) F(A). For f ∈ F(B) and φ ∈ HomC(A,B)
one has f · φ = F(φ)(f).
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For A ∈ ob(C), idA is an idempotent in µC . Moreover, under the identification
mentioned above PA corresponds to the right µC-module idA ·µC .
2.4. Dimensions. Let R be a Dedekind domain, let C be an R-order category, and
let F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)). Then F has projective R-dimension less or equal to d
if it has a projective resolution (Pk, ∂
P
k , εF) with Pk = 0 for k > d. The minimal
such number d ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} is called the projection R-dimension of F and will be
denoted by proj. dim(F). The numbers
(2.10)
gldimR(C) = sup{ proj. dimR(F) | F ∈ ob(FR(C
op,Rmod)) },
LdimR(C) = sup{ proj. dimR(F) | F ∈ ob(FR(C
op,Rlat)) },
will be called the global R-dimension and the global R-lattice dimension of C, re-
spectively. By a result of M. Auslander, one has
(2.11) gldimR(C) = sup{ proj. dimR(F) | F ∈ ob(FR(C
op,Rmod
f.g.)) }
(cf. [16, Thm. 9.12]). In particular,
(2.12) LdimR(C) ≤ gldimR(C) ≤ LdimR(C) + 1.
E.g., LdimR(C) = 0 if, and only if, every R-lattice functor is projective. An R-order
category satisfying LdimR(C) ≤ 1 will be called pseudo-hereditary. Such a category
has the following property: Any subfunctor F of a projective R-lattice functor P
such that P/F is an R-lattice functor is projective.
2.5. The Yoneda dual. Let (C, σ) be an R⊛-category. For φ ∈ HomC(A,B) one
has an R-linear natural transformation P(φ) : PA → PB given by composition with
φ. Hence one has a functor
(2.13) ⊛ : FR(C
op,Rmod) −→ FR(C
op,Rmod)
op,
given by F⊛(A) = natR(F,P
A) for F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)) and A ∈ ob(C), and
F⊛(φ) = P(σ(φ)) ◦ : F⊛(B)→ F⊛(A) for φ : A→ B ∈ HomC(A,B). We call the
functor ⊛ the Yoneda dual.
Remark 2.6. Let µ be an R-algebra with R-linear antipode σ : µ → µop. Then
FR(µ•op,Rmod) can be identified with the category of right µ-modules (cf. Rem. 2.5).
Under this identification, the Yoneda dual satisfies ⊛ = Homµ( , µ)
×. Here we
used the symbol × to express that for a right µ-module M , the left µ-module
Homµ(M,µ) is considered as right µ-module via the map σ.
The Yoneda dual has the following property:
Proposition 2.7. Let (C, σ) be an R⊛-category, and let A ∈ ob(C). Then one has
a canonical natural isomorphism jA : (P
A)⊛ → PA which is natural in A, i.e., for
ψ : A→ D ∈ HomC(A,D) one has a commutative diagram
(2.14) (PD)⊛
P(ψ)⊛

jD // PD
P(σ(ψ))

(PA)⊛
jA // PA.
In particular, if R is a Dedekind domain and (C, σ) is an R⊛-order category, then
⊛ maps projective R-lattice functors to projective R-lattice functors, and R-lattice
functors to R-lattice functors.
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Proof. Let φ : B → C be a morphism in C. By the definition of P and Fact 2.1,
one has canonical isomorphisms
(2.15) (PA)⊛(B)
jA(B) // PA(B)
natR(P
A,PB)
θ
A,PB // PB(A) HomC(A,B)
σ // HomC(B,A).
and the diagram
(2.16) natR(P
A,PC) //
P(σ(φ))◦−

HomC(A,C)
σ //
σ(φ)◦−

HomC(C,A)
−◦φ

natR(P
A,PB) // HomC(A,B)
σ // HomC(B,A)
commutes. This shows that jA is a natural isomorphism. The commutativity of
the diagram
(2.17) natR(P
D,PB) //
−◦P(ψ)

HomC(D,B)
σ //
−◦ψ

HomC(B,D)
σ(ψ)◦−

natR(P
A,PB) // HomC(A,B)
σ // HomC(B,A)
shows the commutativity of (2.14). The final remark is straightforward. 
Let A,B ∈ ob(C) and let F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)). For any χ ∈ natR(F,PB)
one has an R-linear map
(2.18) σ ◦ χA : F(A)
χA // PB(A)
σA,B // PA(B) .
Let f ∈ F(A), and let ηf,BF,A : natR(F,P
B) −→ PA(B) be given by
(2.19) ηf,BF,A(χ) = σ(χA(f)).
For φ : B → C ∈ HomC(B,C) one has a commutative diagram
(2.20) natR(F,P
C)
ηf,C
F,A //
P(σ(φ))◦−

PA(C)
−◦φ

natR(F,P
B)
ηf,B
F,A // PA(B).
Hence ηf,−F,A : F
⊛ → PA is an R-linear natural transformation. The mapping
(2.21) ηF,A : F(A) −→ natR(F
⊛,PA)
is R-linear, and for ψ : D → A ∈ HomC(D,A), the diagram
(2.22) F(A)
F(ψ)

ηF,A // natR(F⊛,PA)
P(σ(ψ))◦−

F(D)
ηF,D // natR(F⊛,PD)
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commutes. Thus it defines an R-linear, natural transformation ηF : F→ F⊛⊛. Let
α ∈ natR(F,G). For all A ∈ ob(C) one has a commutative diagram
(2.23) F(A)
αA

ηF,A // natR(F⊛,PA)
−◦α⊛

G(A)
ηG,A // natR(G⊛,PA).
Hence one has the following.
Proposition 2.8. Let (C, σ) be an R⊛-category. Then
(2.24) η : idFR(Cop,Rmod) −→
⊛⊛
is a natural transformation. For every E ∈ ob(C), ηPE : P
E → (PE)⊛⊛ is a
natural isomorphism. In particular, if R is a Dedekind domain and (C, σ) is an
R⊛-order category, then ηP : P → P⊛⊛ is an isomorphism for every projective
R-lattice functor P ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)).
Proof. It suffices to show that ηPE : P
E → (PE)⊛⊛ is a natural isomorphism for
every E ∈ ob(C). For A ∈ ob(C) one has a commutative diagram
(2.25) PA(E)
θ−1
E,PA //
σ

natR(P
E ,PA)
−◦jE

PE(A)
η
PE,A // natR((PE)⊛,PA),
and all maps apart from ηPE ,A are isomorphisms (cf. (2.6), (2.15)). Hence ηPE ,A
is an isomorphism, and this yields the claim. 
2.6. Derived functors of the Yoneda dual. Let (C, σ) be an R⊛-category such
that ob(C) is a set. Then FR(Cop,Rmod) is an abelian category with enough
projectives (cf. Fact 2.3).
The Yoneda dual ⊛ : FR(Cop,Rmod)→ FR(Cop,Rmod)op is additive and left-
exact. Let Rk( )⊛, k ≥ 1, denote its right-derived functors, i.e., one has that
(2.26) Rk(F)⊛(A) = extkR(F,P
A), for F ∈ ob(FR(C
op,Rmod)),
and Rk(F)⊛(φ) = extkR(F,P(σ(φ))) for φ ∈ HomC(A,B). A functor F will be
called ⊛-acyclic, if Rk(F)⊛ = 0 for all k > 0. E.g., every projective functor is
⊛-acyclic.
Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let (C, σ) be an R⊛-order category. An R-
lattice functor F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)) will be called ⊛-bi-acyclic, if F and F⊛
are ⊛-acyclic. The R⊛-order category (C, σ) will be called ⊛-symmetric, if every
⊛-acyclic R-lattice functor is ⊛-bi-acyclic.
2.7. Gorenstein projective functors. Let R be a Dedekind domain, let (C, σ)
be an R⊛-order category, and let F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rlat)). A chain complex (P•, ∂P• )
together with a natural transformation ε : P0 → F will be called a complete projec-
tive R-lattice functor resolution of F, if
(i) Pk is a projective R-lattice functor for all k ∈ Z;
(ii) (P•, ∂
P
• ) is exact;
(iii) ε ◦ ∂1 = 0 and ε induces a natural isomorphism ε˜ : coker(∂1)→ F.
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For an exact chain complex of projective R-lattice functors (P•, ∂
P
• ) we denote
by (Q•, ∂
Q
• ) = (P•, ∂
P
• )
⊛ the chain complex of projective R-lattice functors given
by Qk = P
⊛
−k−1 and ∂
Q
k = (∂
P
−k)
⊛. Note that by Proposition 2.8, (P•, ∂
P
• )
⊛⊛
is canonically isomorphic to (P•, ∂
P
• ). The complete projective R-lattice functor
resolution (P•, ∂
P
• , εF) of F will be called ⊛-exact if
(iv) (P•, ∂
P
• )
⊛ is exact.
An R-lattice functor with a ⊛-exact complete projective R-lattice functor resolution
is also called a Gorenstein projective functor. One has the following property.
Proposition 2.9. Let R be a Dedekind domain, let (C, σ) be an R⊛-order cate-
gory, and let F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rlat)) be an R-lattice functor. Then F is Gorenstein
projective if, and only if, F is ⊛-bi-acyclic.
Proof. Suppose that F is ⊛-bi-acyclic. By Fact 2.4, F has a projective resolution
(P•, ∂
P
• , εF) by projective R-lattice functors. Let Qk = P
⊛
−k, ∂
Q
k = (∂
P
1−k)
⊛. Then
(Q•, ∂
Q
• ) is a chain complex of projective R-lattice functors concentrated in non-
positive degrees (cf. Prop. 2.7). As F is ⊛-acyclic, one has
(2.27) Hk(Q•, ∂
Q
• ) ≃
{
F⊛ for k = 0;
0 for k 6= 0.
As F⊛ is an R-lattice functor, it has a projective resolution (R•, ∂
R
• , µF⊛) by pro-
jective R-lattice functors. Let (S•, ∂
S
• ) be the chain complex given by Sk = Rk for
k ≥ 0 and Sk = Qk+1 for k < 0, and mappings ∂Sk = ∂
R
k for k ≥ 1, ∂
S
k = ∂
Q
k+1 for
k ≤ −1, and ∂0 = ε
⊛
F ◦ µF⊛ . Then (S•, ∂
S
• , µF⊛) is a complete projective R-lattice
functor resolution of F⊛.
Let (T•, ∂
T
• ) = (S•, ∂
S
• )
⊛. Then one has T0 = P
⊛⊛
0 , ρ = ε ◦ η
−1
P0
: T0 → F (cf.
Prop. 2.8) is satisfying ρ ◦ ∂T1 = 0, and the induced map ρ˜ : coker(∂
T
1 ) → F is a
natural isomorphism. By construction and Proposition 2.8, one hasHk(T•, ∂
T
• ) = 0
for k > 0. As F⊛ is ⊛-acyclic, one has also Hk(T•, ∂
T
• ) = 0 for k < −1.
Let T<0• and T
≥0
• denote the truncated chain complexes, respectively, and con-
sider the short exact sequence of chain complexes 0 → T<0• → T• → T
≥0
• → 0.
By construction, the connecting homomorphism H0(δ) : H0(T
≥0
• ) → H−1(T<0• ) is
an isomorphism. The long exact sequence in homology implies that the chain com-
plex (T•, ∂
T
• ) has trivial homology, and hence is exact. Thus by Proposition 2.7,
(T•, ∂
T
• , ρ) is a complete projective R-lattice functor resolution of F. As (T•, ∂
T
• )
⊛
is canonically isomorphic to (S•, ∂
S
• ), (T•, ∂
T
• , ρ) is also ⊛-exact.
Let (T•, ∂
T
• , εF) be a ⊛-exact complete projective R-lattice functor resolution of
F. Then
(2.28) Rk(F)⊛ = H−k−1((T•, ∂
T
• )
⊛) = 0, k > 0,
i.e., F is ⊛-acyclic. Replacing the chain complex (T•, ∂
T
• ) by the chain complex
(T•, ∂
T
• )
⊛ shows that F⊛ is also ⊛-acyclic. 
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2.8. Gorenstein R⊛-order categories. Let R be a Dedekind1 domain, and let
(C, σ) be an R⊛-order category. For A ∈ ob(C) the functors
(2.29) JA = (PA)∗ ∈ ob(FR(C
op,Rmod))
are R-lattice functors which are relative injective in FR(Cop,Rlat) in the following
sense: Let α : F → G be a split-injective, R-linear transformation of R-lattice
functors, and let β : F → JA be any R-linear natural transformation. Then there
exists an R-linear natural transformation β˜ : G→ JA such that the diagram
(2.30) 0 // F
α //
β

G
β˜~~⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
JA
commutes. Here we called a natural transformation α : F→ G of R-lattice functors
split injective, if it is injective and coker(αB) is an R-lattice for every B ∈ ob(C).
The R⊛-order category (C, σ) is called m-Gorenstein, m ≥ 0, if proj. dim(JA) ≤ m
for all A ∈ ob(C). A 0-Gorenstein R⊛-order category is also called Frobenius. For
m-Gorenstein R⊛-order categories one has the following:
Proposition 2.10. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let (C, σ) be an m-Gorenstein
R⊛-order category. Then for any F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rlat)) and k > m one has
Rk(F)⊛ = 0.
Proof. By Fact 2.4, F has a projective resolution (Pi, ∂
P
i , εF) by projective R-
lattice functors. Moreover, by hypothesis, for A ∈ ob(C) the functor JA has a finite
projective resolution (Qj , ∂
Q
j , εA) by projective R-lattice functors and Qj = 0 for
j > m. Thus PA ≃ (JA)∗ has a finite, relative injective resolution (Ij , δj , µA),
Ij = Q∗j , δ
j−1 = (∂Qj )
∗, µA = ε
∗
A with I
j = 0 for j > m. Consider the double
complex (Es,t0 , ∂v, ∂h), where E
s,t
0 = natR(Ps, I
t) and ∂v and ∂h are the vertical
and horizontal differential induced by ∂P• and δ
•, respectively. The cohomology of
the total complex (Tot•(Es,t0 ), ∂v + (−1)
•∂h) can be calculated in two ways.
Applying first the vertical and then the horizontal differential yields a spectral
sequence with E2-term
(2.31) vEs,t2 =
{
extsR(F,P
A) for t = 0,
0 for t 6= 0,
concentrated on the (t = 0)-line. By definition, natR( , I
j) is exact for every short
exact sequence of R-lattice functors. Since R is a Dedekind domain, 0→ ker(∂Ps )→
Ps → im(∂
P
s ) → 0 is a short exact sequence of R-lattice functors for every s ≥ 0.
Hence applying first the horizontal and then the vertical differential yields a spectral
sequence with E1-term concentrated on the (s = 0)-line, and
hE0,t1 = 0 for t > m.
The claim then follows from the fact that both spectral sequences converge to the
cohomology of the total complex. 
1For an arbitrary commutative ring R with 1 the kernel of a surjective homomorphism φ : M →
Q of R-lattices is not necessarily an R-lattice. This is the reason why we restrict all subsequent
considerations to R-order categories over a Dedekind domain R.
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2.9. R⊛-order categories with theWhitehead property. LetR be a Dedekind
domain. The Gorenstein property of an R⊛-order category is a quantitative mea-
surement for the failure of being Frobenius. However, for our main purpose another
property plays a more important role. We say that an R⊛-order category (C, σ)
has the Whitehead property2, if any ⊛-acyclic R-lattice functor is projective. The
following property is well known (cf. [4, Prop. VIII.6.7]).
Fact 2.11. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let (C, σ) be an R⊛-order category of
finite global R-lattice dimension. Then (C, σ) is Gorenstein and has the Whitehead
property. Moreover,
(2.32) LdimR(C) = max{ k ≥ 0 | R
k( )⊛ 6= 0 }.
Remark 2.12. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let (C, σ) be an R⊛-order category.
For m ≥ 0 one has the implications
(2.33) gldimR(C) ≤ m =⇒ C m-Gorenstein & Whitehead =⇒ C m-Gorenstein.
If G is a finite group, then (Z[G]•, σ), where σ(g) = g−1 for g ∈ G, is 0-Gorenstein.
But (Z[G]•, σ) has the Whitehead property if, and only if, G is the trivial group.
Hence the second implication cannot be reversed. For certain values ofm one can re-
verse the first implication. E.g., if (C, σ) is 0-Gorenstein, then it has the Whitehead
property if, and only if, every R-lattice functor is projective, i.e., LdimR(C) = 0.
This is also the case for m = 1.
Fact 2.13. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let (C, σ) be a 1-Gorenstein R⊛-
order category. Then (C, σ) has the Whitehead property if, and only if, C is pseudo-
hereditary, i.e., LdimR(C) ≤ 1.
Proof. By Fact 2.11, it suffice to show the reverse direction of the first implication
of (2.33). Suppose that (C, σ) is 1-Gorenstein and has the Whitehead property.
Let F ∈ ob(FR(C
op,Rlat)). Then there exists a surjective natural transformation
π : P→ F for some projective R-lattice functor P, and Q = ker(π) is an R-lattice
functor. By Proposition 2.10 and the long exact sequence, the sequence
(2.34) R1(F)⊛ −→ R1(P)⊛ −→ R1(Q)⊛ −→ 0
is exact. As R1(P)⊛ = 0, Q is ⊛-acyclic and thus, by hypothesis, projective. 
2.10. Functors between R⊛-categories. Let (C, σC) and (D, σD) beR⊛-categories.
An R-linear functor φ : C → D will be called unitary, if
(2.35) σD ◦ φ = φ ◦ σC .
If ob(C) and ob(D) are sets the unitary functor π : (C, σC)→ (D, σD) will be called
a unitary projection, if π : ob(C) −→ ob(D) is a bijection, and
(2.36) πA,B : HomC(A,B) −→ HomD(π(A), π(B))
is surjective for any pair of objects A,B ∈ ob(C). For such a functor composition
with π induces an exact inflation functor
(2.37) infπ( ) = ◦ π : FR(D
op,Rmod) −→ FR(C
op,Rmod).
2The famous Whitehead problem, stated by J. H. Whitehead around 1950, is the question
whether every abelian group A satisfying Ext1Z(A,Z) = 0 must be a free abelian group. For
finitely generated abelian groups this is easily seen to be true, and K. Stein showed (cf. [20]) that
the statement remains valid for countable abelian groups. However, by the extra-ordinary work
of S. Shelah (cf. [17], [18], [19]) one knows now that this problem is in general undecidable.
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Let π : (C, σC) → (D, σD) be a unitary projection of R⊛-order categories. Then π
induces a surjective homomorphisms of R-orders µ(π) : µC → µD (cf. Rem. 2.5).
Moreover, the inflation functor infµCµD ( ) : modµD →modµC has a left-adjoint
(2.38) defµCµD ( ) = ⊗µC µD : modµC →modµD .
From this fact one concludes the following.
Fact 2.14. Let π : (C, σC)→ (D, σD) be a unitary projection of R⊛-order categories.
(a) There exists a functor
(2.39) defπ( ) : FR(C
op,Rmod) −→ FR(D
op,Rmod)
which is left-adjoint to infπ( ).
(b) The unit of the adjunction η : idFR(Cop,Rmod) −→ inf
π ◦ defπ is a natu-
ral surjection, and the the co-unit ε : defπ ◦ infπ −→ idFR(Dop,Rmod) is a
natural isomorphism.
(c) For all A ∈ ob(C) there exists an isomorphism ξA : def
π(PA) → Pπ(A)
making the diagram
(2.40) defπ(PA)
ξA //
defpi(P(φ))

Pπ(A)
P(π(φ))

defπ(PB)
ξB // Pπ(B)
commute for all φ : A→ B ∈ HomC(A,B).
For A ∈ ob(C) and φ ∈ HomC(A,B) put QA = inf
π(Pπ(A)) and Q(φ) =
infπ(P(π(φ))). Then
(2.41) τA : P
A
η
PA // infπ(defπ(PA))
infpi(ξA) // QA
is a surjection satisfying τB ◦P(φ) = Q(φ) ◦ τA for all φ ∈ HomC(A,B).
For F ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)) let F⊠ ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)) be the functor given
by F⊠(A) = natR(F,Q
A) and F⊠(φ) = Q(σC(φ)) ◦ for φ ∈ HomC(A,B). Then
⊠ : FR(Cop,Rmod)→ FR(Cop,Rmod)op is a functor. By (2.35), one has
(2.42) P(π(σC(φ))) = P(σD(π(φ))) : P
π(B) → Pπ(A)
for all φ ∈ HomC(A,B). Hence the mapping τ˜ : ⊛ −→ ⊠ induced by τ is a natural
transformation. Since
(2.43) F⊠(A) = natR(F,Q
A) ≃ natR(def
π(F),Pπ(A)) = infπ(defπ(F)⊛),
⊠ can be identified with infπ(defπ( )⊛). Thus by the left-adjointness of defπ( ),
τ˜ induces a natural transformation
(2.44) τˆ : defπ( ⊛) −→ defπ( )⊛ : FR(C
op,Rmod) −→ FR(D
op,Rmod)
op.
For A ∈ ob(C) the mapping τˆPA : def
π((PA)⊛) → def(PA)⊛ coincides with the
isomorphism
(2.45) τˆPA : HomµC (idA ·µC , µC)
× ⊗µC µD −→ HomµD (idπ(A) ·µD, µD)
×.
From this fact one concludes the following.
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Fact 2.15. Let π : (C, σC)→ (D, σD) be a unitary projection of R⊛-order categories.
Then τˆP : def
π(P⊛) → defπ(P)⊛ is an isomorphism for every projective R-lattice
functor P ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rmod)).
If π : (C, σC) → (D, σD) is a unitary projection of R∗-order categories, its defla-
tion functor defπ( ) : FR(Cop,Rmod) → FR(Dop,Rmod) is right exact and maps
projectives to projectives (cf. [25, Prop. 2.3.10]). We denote by Lk def
π( ) its left
derived functors. Functors F ∈ ob(F(Cop,Rmod)) satisfying Lk def
π(F) = 0 for all
k > 0 will be called π-acyclic.
Theorem 2.16. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let π : (C, σC) → (D, σD) be a
unitary projection of R∗-order categories. Assume further that
(i) (C, σC) is ⊛-symmetric (cf. §2.6);
(ii) (D, σD) has the Whitehead property (cf. §2.9);
(iii) if F⊛ ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rlat)) is ⊛-acyclic, F is also π-acyclic.
Then defπ(G) is a projective R-lattice functor for any ⊛-acyclic R-lattice functor
G ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rlat)).
Proof. Suppose thatG ∈ ob(FR(Cop,Rlat)) is ⊛-acyclic. By hypothesis (i), G is ⊛-
bi-acyclic and thus Gorenstein projective (cf. Prop. 2.9), i.e., G admits a ⊛-exact
complete projective R-lattice functor resolution (P•, ∂
P
• , εG). Shifting the chain
complex (P•, ∂
P
• ) appropriately, one concludes that every functorCk = coker(∂k+1)
admits a ⊛-exact complete projective R-lattice functor resolution for all k ∈ Z, and
hence is Gorenstein projective. Thus by Proposition 2.9, Ck is ⊛-bi-acyclic, i.e.,
Ck and C
⊛
k are π-acyclic for all k ∈ Z.
Let (Q•, ∂
Q
• ) = (def
π(P•), def
π(∂P• )). As Hk(Q•, ∂
Q
• ) ≃ L1 def
π(Ck−1) = 0,
(Q•, ∂
Q
• ) is exact. By Fact 2.15, one has an isomorphism of chain complexes
(2.46) (Q•, ∂
Q
• )
⊛ ≃ (defπ((P•, ∂
P
• )
⊛).
Moreover, as Hk((Q•, ∂
Q
• )
⊛) ≃ L1 def
π(C⊛1−k) = 0 (cf. §2.7), (Q•, ∂
Q
• )
⊛ is also
exact. Hence (Q•, ∂
Q
• , def
π(εG)) is a ⊛-exact complete projective R-lattice functor
resolution of defπ(G). In particular, defπ(G) is Gorenstein projective and thus
⊛-bi-acyclic (cf. Prop. 2.9). Hence by hypothesis (ii), defπ(G) is projective. 
3. Cohomological Mackey functors
Throughout this section G will denote a finite group, and - if not stated otherwise
- R will denote a commutative ring with unit 1R ∈ R.
3.1. Cohomological G-Mackey functors. A cohomological G-Mackey functor
X with values in the category of R-modules is a family of R-modules (XU )U⊆G
together with homomorphisms of R-modules
(3.1)
iXU,V : XU −→ XV ,
tXV,U : XV −→ XU ,
cXg,U : XU −→ XgU ,
for U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , g ∈ G, which satisfy the identities:
(cMF1) i
X
U,U = t
X
U,U = c
X
u,U = idXU for all U ⊆ G and all u ∈ U ;
(cMF2) i
X
V,W ◦ i
X
U,V = i
X
U,W and t
X
V,U ◦ t
X
W,V = t
X
W,U for all U, V,W ⊆ G and W ⊆
V ⊆ U ;
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(cMF3) c
X
h,gU ◦ c
X
g,U = c
X
hg,U for all U ⊆ G and g, h ∈ G;
(cMF4) i
X
gU,gV ◦ c
X
g,U = c
X
g,V ◦ i
X
U,V for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , and g ∈ G;
(cMF5) t
X
gV,gU ◦ c
X
g,V = c
X
g,U ◦ t
X
V,U for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , and g ∈ G;
(cMF6) i
X
U,W ◦t
X
V,U =
∑
g∈W\U/V t
X
gV ∩W,W ◦c
X
g,V ∩Wg ◦i
X
V,V∩Wg , whereW
g = g−1Wg
for all subgroups U, V,W ⊆ G and V,W ⊆ U ;
(cMF7) t
X
V,U ◦ i
X
U,V = |U : V |. idXU for all subgroups U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U .
A homomorphism of cohomological Mackey functors φ : X → Y is a family of
R-module homomorphisms φU : XU → YU , U ⊆ G which commute with all the
mappings i.,., t.,. and cg,., g ∈ G. By cMFG(Rmod) we denote the abelian category
of all cohomological G-Mackey functors with values in the category of R-modules.
For X, Y ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)) we denote by natG(X,Y) the morphisms in the
category cMFG(Rmod). For further details on Mackey functors see [9], [23], [24].
3.2. The Mackey category. Let M(G) be the category the objects of which are
subgroups of G with morphisms given by
(3.2) HomM(G)(U, V ) = HomG(Z[G/U ],Z[G/V ]).
Then M(G) is a Z-order category which is generated by the morphisms
ρUg : Z[G/
gU ] −→ Z[G/U ], ρUg (xgUg
−1) = xgU ;(3.3)
iV,U : Z[G/V ] −→ Z[G/U ], iV,U (xV ) = xU ;(3.4)
tU,V : Z[G/U ] −→ Z[G/V ], tU,V (xU) =
∑
r∈RxrV ;(3.5)
g ∈ G, U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , where R ⊆ U is a set of right V -coset representatives.
The assignment
(3.6) σ(U) = U, σ(ρUg ) = ρ
gU
g−1 , σ(iV,U ) = tU,V , σ(tU,V ) = iV,U ,
for U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , g ∈ G, defines an antipode σ : M(G) → M(G)op. Let
MR(G) denote the R-order category obtained from M(G) by tensoring with R.
Assigning to every cohomological G-Mackey functor X with values in Rmod the
contravariant functor X˜ given by
(3.7) X˜(U) = XU , X˜(ρ
U
g ) = c
X
g,U , X˜(iV,U ) = i
X
U,V , X˜(tU,V ) = t
X
V,U ,
yields an identification between cMFG(Rmod) and FR(MR(G)
op,Rmod). Note
that some authors prefer to identify the category of cohomological Mackey functors
with the category of covariant functors of MR(G). The existence of the antipode
σ : MG(R)→MG(R)op showes that both approaches are equivalent.
3.3. The cohomological Mackey functors Υ and T. Let G be a finite group.
There are two particular cohomological G-Mackey functors based on the R-module
R. Let Υ ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)) be given by
(3.8) ΥU = R, i
Υ
U,V = |U : V | idR, t
Υ
V,U = idR, c
Υ
g,U = idR,
and T ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)) be given by
(3.9) TU = R, i
T
U,V = idR, t
T
V,U = |U : V | idR, c
T
g,U = idR,
for U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U . Then Υ and T are R-lattice functors, and one has T ≃ Υ∗.
Let R be an integral domain of characteristic 0. For such a ring the subfunctor
Σ ⊆ T given by ΣU = |U | · TU is canonically isomorphic to Υ, i.e., there exists a
canonical injective natural transformation j : Υ→ T. We denote by B = coker(j)
the cokernel of this canonical map.
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Let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)), and let φ : T → X be a natural transformation.
Then φ is uniquely determined by φG : TG → XG, and every such morphism defines
a unique natural transformation φ : T→ X. Hence one has a canonical isomorphism
(3.10) natG(T,X) ≃ XG.
In a similar fashion one shows that
(3.11) natG(Υ,X) ≃ X
G
{1}.
3.4. Invariants and coinvariants. There are two standard procedures which
turn a left R[G]-module M into a cohomological G-Mackey functor with values
in the category of R-modules. By h0(M) we denote what is called the fixed-point-
functor in [23]. In more detail, one has h0(M)U = M
U , for U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U ,
i
h0(M)
U,V : M
U →MV is the canonical map, t
h0(M)
V,U : M
V →MU is given by the trans-
fer, i.e., if R ⊆ U denotes a system of coset representative of U/V then t
h0(M)
V,U is
given by multiplication with
∑
r∈R r, and c
h0(M)
g,U : M
U →M
gU is left-multiplication
by g ∈ G.
By h0(M) we denote the cohomologicalG-Mackey functors of coinvariants. Thus
h0(M)U = M/ωR[U ]M , where ωR[U ] = ker(R[U ] → R) is the augmentation ideal
in R[U ], and for U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , t
h0(M)
V,U : MV → MU is the canonical map,
the map i
h0(M)
U,V : MU → MV is induced by multiplication with
∑
r∈R r
−1, and
the map c
h0(M)
g,U : MU → MgU is induced by multiplication with g ∈ G. E.g., one
has canonical isomorphisms of cohomological G-Mackey functors Υ ≃ h0(R) and
T ≃ h0(R), where R denotes the trivial left R[G]-module.
3.5. Standard projective cohomological Mackey functors. By §2.3, one knows
that for W ⊆ G the functor
(3.12) PW = HomG(R[G/ ], R[G/W ]) ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)),
wherePWU = HomG(R[G/U ], R[G/W ]) = R[G/W ]
U , is projective in cMFG(Rmod).
These functors can be described as follows.
Fact 3.1. Let G be a finite group, and let W ⊆ G. Then one has canonical
isomorphisms
(3.13) PW ≃ h0(R[G/W ]) ≃ h0(PW{1}) ≃ ind
G
W (T
W ),
where indGW ( ) denotes the induction functor in the category of Mackey functors (cf.
[23, §4]), and TW ∈ ob(cMFW (Rmod)) is the cohomological W -Mackey functor
described in subsection 3.3.
Both descriptions of the standard projective cohomological G-Mackey functors
will be useful for our purpose. Note that one has canonical isomorphisms PG ≃ T,
i.e., T is projective. We also put Q = P{1} = h0(R[G]).
Remark 3.2. Let G be a finite p-group, and let R be a discrete valuation domain
of characteristic 0 with maximal ideal pR. For W ⊆ G there exists a simple
cohomological G-Mackey functor SW with values in the category of R-modules
given by
(3.14) SWU =
{
F for U = gW ;
0 for U 6= gW .
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In particular, for U, V ⊆ G, V ( U , one has iS
W
U,V = 0 and t
S
W
V,U = 0. Moreover,
any simple cohomological G-Mackey functor is isomorphic to some SW , W ⊆ G (cf.
[23]). The Nakayama relations and (3.10) show that for V ⊆ G and V 6= gW one
has
(3.15) natG(P
V ,SW ) = natV (T, res
G
V (S
W )) ≃ SWV = 0.
On the other hand for V = gW one has
(3.16) natG(P
V ,SW ) = natV (T, res
G
V (S
W )) ≃ SWV = F.
Hence PW is the (minimal) projective cover of SW for all W ⊆ G.
3.6. Standard relative injective cohomological Mackey functors. Let G be
a finite group, and W ⊆ G. The functor indGW ( ) commutes with the functor
∗
on R-lattice functors, i.e., one has a natural isomorphism
(3.17) indGW (
∗) ≃ indGW ( )
∗ : cMFW (Rlat) −→ cMFG(Rlat)
op.
Thus JW = (PW )∗ ≃ indGW (Υ) ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)).
3.7. The Yoneda dual. Let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)). As P
W , W ⊆ G, takes values
in the category of R-lattices, the Nakayama relations and (3.11) yield canonical
isomorphisms
(3.18)
natG(X,P
W ) ≃ natG(J
W ,X∗) ≃ natG(ind
G
W (Υ),X
∗)
≃ natW (Υ, res
G
W (X
∗)) ≃ (X∗{1})
W
From this one concludes the following property (cf. Fact 3.1).
Fact 3.3. Let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)). Then X
⊛ ≃ h0(X∗{1}).
4. Section cohomology of cohomological Mackey functors
If not stated otherwise R will denote a commutative ring with unit 1R ∈ R. Let
G be a finite group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)). For U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U , one
defines the section cohomology groups of X by
(4.1)
k0(U/V,X) = ker(iXU,V ), k
1(U/V,X) = XUV ,
c0(U/V,X) = coker(t
X
V,U ), c1(U/V,X) = ker(t
X
V,U )/ωU/VXV .
The following properties were established in [26, §2.4].
Proposition 4.1. Let G be a finite group, let U and V be subgroups of G such that
V is normal in U , and let X be a cohomological G-Mackey functor with values in
Rmod.
(a) The canonical maps yield an exact sequence of R-modules
(4.2) 0 // c1(U/V,X) // Hˆ−1(U/V,XV ) // k0(U/V,X)

0 k1(U/V,X)oo Hˆ0(U/V,XV )oo c0(U/V,X)oo
where Hˆ•(U/V, ) denotes the Tate cohomology groups.
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(b) Let 0 // X
φ // Y
ψ // Z // 0 be a short exact sequence of co-
homological G-Mackey functors with values in Rmod. Then one has exact
sequences
(4.3) 0 // k0(U/V,X)
k0(φ) // k0(U/V,Y)
k0(ψ) // k0(U/V,Z) // . . .
. . . // k1(U/V,X)
k1(φ) // k1(U/V,Y)
k1(ψ) // k1(U/V,Z)
and
(4.4) c1(U/V,X)
c1(φ) // c1(U/V,Y)
c1(ψ) // c1(U/V,Z) // . . .
. . . // c0(U/V,X)
c0(φ) // c0(U/V,Y)
c0(ψ) // c0(U/V,Z) // 0.
4.1. Section cohomology for cyclic subgroups. Let W be a non-trivial cyclic
subgroup of the finite group G generated by the element w ∈ W . Taking coin-
variants of the chain complex of R[W ]-modules R[W ]
w−1
−→ R[W ] yields an exact
sequence
(4.5) 0 // TW
P(tW,{1}) // QW
h0(w−1) // QW // ΥW // 0 ,
(cf. §3.3, §3.5). If R is an integral domain of characteristic 0, one has additionally
a short exact sequence
(4.6) 0 // ΥW // TW // BW // 0 .
Splicing together the short exact sequences (4.5) and (4.6) yields a projective resolu-
tion of the cohomologicalW -Mackey functor BW . Using this projective resolution,
Fact 2.1, (3.10) and (3.11) one concludes the following.
Fact 4.2. Let R be a integral domain of characteristic 0, and let W ⊆ G be cyclic
subgroup of the finite group G. Then for k ∈ {0, 1} one has canonical isomorphisms
(4.7)
extkG(ind
G
W (B
W ),X) ≃ kk(W/{1},X),
ext3−kG (ind
G
W (B
W ),X) ≃ ck(W/{1},X).
Note that Fact 4.2 shows also that for a cyclic subgroupW ⊆ G one can consider
the groups k•(W/{1}, ), c3−•(W/{1}, ) together with the respective connecting
homomorphisms as a cohomological functor (cf. [14, §XII.8]).
4.2. Cohomological Mackey functors of type H0 and H0. Let G be a finite
group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)). Then X will be called i-injective, if for
all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , the map iXU,V is injective; i.e., X is i-injective if, and only
if, for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U , one has k0(U/V,X) = 0. Moreover, X will be called
of type H0 (or to satisfy Galois descent), if X is i-injective and k1(U/V,X) = 0
for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U , i.e., X is of type H0 if, and only if, one has a canonical
isomorphism (induced by i)
(4.8) X ≃ h0(X{1}).
The cohomological G-Mackey functor X will be called to be Hilbert90, if it is of
type H0 and H1(U,X{1}) = 0 for every subgroup U of G. One has the following
property.
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Proposition 4.3. Let G be a finite group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)) be
Hilbert90. Then for all U, V ⊂ G, V ⊳ U , one has H1(U/V,XV ) = 0.
Proof. By the 5-term exact sequence, inflation H1(U/V,XV{1}) → H
1(U,X{1}) is
injective. Hence H1(U/V,XV{1}) = 0. As X is of type H
0, XV{1} and XV are
isomorphic R[U/V ]-modules. This yields the claim. 
In a similar fashion one calls X to be t-surjective, if for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , the
map tXV,U is surjective; i.e., X is t-surjective if, and only if, for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U ,
one has c0(U/V,X) = 0. The cohomological G-Mackey functor X will be called of
type H0 (or to satisfy Galois co-descent), if X is t-surjective and c1(U/V,X) = 0
for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U , i.e., X is of type H0 if, and only if, one has a canonical
isomorphism (induced by t)
(4.9) h0(X{1}) ≃ X.
Furthermore, X will be called to be co-Hilbert90, if it is of type H0 and for every
subgroup U of G one has Hˆ−1(U,X{1}) = 0.
Remark 4.4. Every projective cohomologicalG-Mackey functorP with values in the
category of R-modules is a direct summand of a coproduct of standard projective
cohomological G-Mackey functors. Hence by Fact 3.1 every projective cohomolog-
ical G-Mackey functor P is of type H0. However, if R is an integral domain of
characteristic 0, the Nakayama relations imply that H1(G,R[Ω]) = 0 for any G-set
Ω. In particular, P is even Hilbert90.
The periodicity of Tate cohomology for finite cyclic groups has the following
consequence.
Proposition 4.5. Let G be a finite group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)) be
Hilbert90. Let U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U , be such that U/V is cyclic. Then c1(U/V,X) = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.3 and the periodicity of Tate cohomology (of period 2),
one has Hˆ−1(U/V,XV ) ≃ H
1(U/V,XV ) = 0. Hence (4.2) yields the claim. 
4.3. Tate duality. Let R be a principal ideal domain of characteristic 0, and let
K = quot(R) denote its quotient field. Then I = K/R is an injective R-module3
Let G be a finite group, and let M be a left R[G]-lattice. Then one has an exact
sequence of left R[G]-modules
(4.10) 0 // M∗ // HomR(M,K) // HomR(M, I) // 0, .
where M∗ = HomR(M,R). The following property is also known as Tate duality.
Proposition 4.6. Let R be a principal ideal domain of characteristic 0, let K =
quot(R) be the quotient field of R, and let I = K/R. Let G be a finite group, and
let M be an R[G]-lattice. Then for all k ∈ Z one has natural isomorphisms
(4.11) Hˆk(G,M∗) ≃ HomR(Hˆ
−k(G,M), I).
Proof. It is well known that one has natural isomorphisms
(4.12) Hˆk−1(G,HomR(M, I)) ≃ HomR(Hˆ
−k(G,M), I)
3This follows by an argument similar to the proof of [14, Cor. III.7.3].
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for all k ∈ Z (cf. [4, p. 148, Ex. VI.7.4]). Moreover, as Hˆk(G,HomR(M,K)) = 0
for all k ∈ Z, one has also natural isomorphisms
(4.13) Hˆk−1(G,HomR(M, I)) ≃ Hˆ
k(G,M∗).
This yields the claim. 
4.4. Section cohomology of R-lattice functors. Let R be an integral domain
of characteristic 0, let G be a finite group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)) be an
R-lattice functor. For U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U , the axiom (cMF7) (cf. §3.1) implies that
X is i-injective. Hence by (4.2) one has an isomorphism
(4.14) c1(U/V,X) ≃ Hˆ
−1(U/V,XV )
and a short exact sequence
(4.15) 0 // c0(U/V,X) // Hˆ0(U/V,XV ) // k1(U/V,X) // 0.
Let R be a principal ideal domain, and let φ : A → B be a homomorphism of R-
lattices. Then φ is split injective if, and only if, φ∗ : B∗ → A∗ is surjective. From
this fact one concludes the following properties.
Proposition 4.7. Let R be a principal ideal domain of characteristic 0, let G be a
finite group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)).
(a) X is of type H0 if, and only if, X∗ is t-surjective.
(b) The following are equivalent:
(i) X is Hilbert90;
(ii) X∗ is of type H0;
(iii) X∗ is co-Hilbert90.
Proof. Let U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U .
(a) The map iU,V : XU → XV is split-injective if, and only if, k1(U/V,X) = 0.
Hence the previously mentioned remark yields the claim.
(b) Suppose that X is Hilbert90. Then H1(U/V,XV ) = 0 for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U
(cf. Prop. 4.3). By Tate duality (cf. Prop. 4.6), one has
(4.16) Hˆ−1(U/V,X∗V ) ≃ HomR(H
1(U/V,XV ), IR) = 0
whenever V is normal in U . Hence c1(U/V,X
∗) = 0 for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U (cf.
(4.14)). Thus by (a), X∗ is of type H0. If X
∗ is of type H0, (4.14) implies that
Hˆ−1(U/V,X∗V ) = 0 for all U, V ⊆ G, V ⊳ U , i.e., X
∗ is co-Hilbert90. If X∗ is co-
Hilbert90, then (a) implies that X is of type H0. By Tate duality (cf. Prop. 4.6),
one has
(4.17) H1(U/V,XV ) ≃ HomR(Hˆ
−1(U/V,X∗V ), IR) = 0
This yields the claim. 
4.5. Finite cyclic groups. If G is a finite group and R is any commutative ring
with unit 1, one has P{1} ≃ (P{1})∗, i.e., P{1} is projective and relative injective.
If G is a finite cyclic group, and W ⊆ G is a non-trivial subgroup of G, applying
indGW ( ) to the exact sequence (4.5) yields an exact sequence
(4.18)
0 // PW
P(tW,{1}) // P{1}
indGW (w−1) // P{1} // JW // 0,
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where w ∈ W is a generating element of W . In particular,
(4.19) proj. dim(JW ) ≤ 2, W ⊆ G, W 6= {1},
and proj. dim(J{1}) = 0. Thus one has (cf. §2.8).
Proposition 4.8. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let G be a finite cyclic group.
Then MR(G) is 2-Gorenstein.
For extkG(J
W ,X) = RknatG(JW ,X), X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)), W ⊆ G, one
obtains the following.
Proposition 4.9. Let R be a Dedekind domain, let G be a finite cyclic group, and
let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)). Then for W ⊆ G one has
(i) ext0G(J
W ,X) = natG(J
W ,X) ≃ XW{1};
(ii) ext1G(J
W ,X) ≃ c1(W/{1},X);
(iii) ext2G(J
W ,X) ≃ c0(W/{1},X);
and extkG(J
W ,X) = 0 for k ≥ 3.
Proof. ForW = {1}, one has ext1G(J
W ,X) = ext2G(J
W ,X) = 0, and ext0G(J
W ,X) =
natG(J
W ,X) = X{1} (cf. Fact 2.1). Hence the claim holds in this case, and we
may assume thatW 6= {1}. From the Nakayama relations and (4.18) one concludes
that extkG(J
W ,X) coincides with the kth-cohomology of the cochain complex
(4.20) 0 // X{1}
w−1 // X{1}
tX{1},W // XW // 0
concentrated in degrees 0, 1 and 2. This yields the claim in case that W 6= {1}. 
From Proposition 4.9 one obtains the following description of the higher derived
functors of the Yoneda dual.
Proposition 4.10. Let R be a principal ideal domain of characteristic 0, let G be
a finite cyclic group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)) be a cohomological G-Mackey
functor with values in the category of R-lattices. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) X is Hilbert90;
(ii) X∗ is co-Hilbert90;
(iii) X is ⊛-acyclic;
(iv) X⊛ is Hilbert90;
(v) X⊛ is ⊛-acyclic.
In particular, (MR(G), σ) is a ⊛-symmetric R⊛-order category.
Proof. By Proposition 4.7(b), (i) and (ii) are equivalent. For W ⊆ G one has
(4.21) Rk(X)⊛W = ext
k
G(X,P
W ) ≃ extkG(J
W ,X∗).
Hence Proposition 4.9 implies that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, and thus also (iv)
and (v) are equivalent. By Fact 3.3, X⊛ ≃ h0(X∗{1}). Let W ⊆ G. The periodicity
of Tate cohomology (or period 2) and Tate duality (cf. (4.11)) imply that
(4.22) H1(W,X∗{1}) ≃ Hˆ
−1(W,X∗{1}) ≃ HomR(H
1(W,X{1}), IR).
Hence (i) implies (iv). Replacing X by X⊛ shows that (iv) implies (i). This yields
the claim. 
The following property will allow us to analyze the projective dimensions of
cohomological Mackey functors for finite cyclic groups.
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Proposition 4.11. Let R be a Dedekind domain of characteristic 0, let G be a
finite cyclic group, and let φ : P → X be a surjective natural transformation in
cMFG(Rmod), where P is a projective R-lattice functor. Then
(a) ker(φ) is an R-lattice functor;
(b) if X is i-injective, ker(φ) is of type H0;
(c) if X is of type H0, ker(φ) is Hilbert90.
Proof. For (a) there is nothing to prove. PutK = ker(φ), and let U, V ⊆ G, V ⊆ U .
By Remark 4.4 and Fact 4.2, one has an exact sequence
(4.23) c1(U/V,X)

0oo
c0(U/V,K) // c0(U/V,P) // c0(U/V,X) // 0
and isomorphisms
k0(U/V,X) ≃ k1(U/V,K),(4.24)
k1(U/V,X) ≃ c1(U/V,K).(4.25)
Hence (4.24) implies (b). If X is of type H0, (4.25) yields that c1(U/V,K) = 0.
Thus by (4.14) and the periodicity of Tate cohomology (of period 2), one has
(4.26) H1(U/V,KV ) ≃ Hˆ
−1(U/V,KV ) ≃ c1(U/V,K) = 0.
This yields the claim. 
The following property will turn out to be useful for our purpose.
Proposition 4.12. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic 0, and let p ∈ R.
Assume further that G is a finite cyclic group, and that X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)) is
an R-lattice functor with the Hilbert90 property. Then Y = X/pX is of type H0.
Proof. We may suppose that p 6= 0. Then pX ≃ X. Let U, V ∈ G, V ⊆ U . By
Fact 4.2, one has a long exact sequence
(4.27) k0(U/V,Y)

k0(U/V,X)oo k0(U/V,X)
poo 0oo
k1(U/V,X)
p // k1(U/V,X) // k1(U/V,Y)

c1(U/V,Y)

c1(U/V,X)oo c1(U/V,X)
poo
c0(U/V,X)
p // c0(U/V,X) // c0(U/V,Y) // 0
As k0(U/V,X) = k1(U/V,X) = c1(U/V,X) = 0, one concludes that k
0(U/V,Y) =
k1(U/V,Y) = 0. This yields the claim. 
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4.6. Injectivity criteria. For a finite p-group G there are useful criteria ensuring
that a homomorphism φ : X→ Y of cohomological G-Mackey functors is injective.
These criteria are based on the following fact.
Fact 4.13. Let G be a finite p-group, let F be a field of characteristic p, and letM be
a non-trivial, finitely generated left F[G]-module. Let B ⊆M be an F[G]-submodule
satisfying B ∩MG = 0. Then B = 0.
Proof. The F-algebra F[G] is artinian. Moreover, as every irreducible left F[G]-
module is isomorphic to the trivial left F[G]-module, for any finitely generated left
F[G]-module B one has soc(B) = BG. Hence the hypothesis implies socG(B) = 0.
Thus B = 0. 
From Fact 4.13 one concludes the following injectivity criterion.
Lemma 4.14. Let G be a finite p-group, and let F be a field of characteristic p.
Suppose that for φ : X→ Y ∈ mor(cMFG(Fmod)) one has that
(i) φG : XG → YG is injective, and
(ii) X is of type H0, and Y is i-injective.
Then φ is injective.
Proof. By hypothesis (i), iYG,U ◦φG : XG → YU is injective for all U ⊆ G. If V ⊆ G
is normal in G, one has a commutative diagram
(4.28) XG
φG //
iXG,V

YG
iYG,V

XV
φV // YV
As X is of type H0, im(iXG,V ) = X
G/V
V = socG/V (XV ) (cf. (4.1)). Moreover, since
φV ◦ iXG,V = i
Y
G,V ◦ φG is injective, φV |socG/V (XV ) : socG/V (XV )→ YV is injective,
i.e., ker(φV )∩socG/V (XV ) = 0. Thus by Fact 4.13, ker(φV ) = 0 and φV is injective.
Let U be any subgroup of G, and let V ⊆ U be a subgroup of U which is normal
in G. By the previously mentioned remark one has a commutative diagram
(4.29) XU
φU //
iXU,V

YU
iYU,V

XV
φV // YV
with φV is injective. By hypothesis (ii), i
X
U,V is injective. Hence φU is injective,
and this yields the claim. 
Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with prime ideal pR for
some prime number p, i.e., F = R/pR is a field of characteristic p. For a finitely
generated R-module A let gr•(A) denote the graded F[t]-module associated to the
p-adic filtration (pk.A)k≥0. Then every homogeneous component grk(A) is a finite-
dimensional F-vector space. Moreover, A is a free R-module if, and only if, gr•(A)
is a free F[t]-module. Let φ : A → B be a homomorphism of finitely generated
R-modules. Then φ induces a homomorphism of F[t]-modules gr•(φ) : gr•(A) →
gr•(B). Moreover, one has the following.
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Fact 4.15. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with prime ideal
pR for some prime number p, and let φ : A→ B be a homomorphism of R-lattices.
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) φ is split-injective;
(ii) gr•(α) : gr•(A)→ gr•(B) is injective;
(iii) gr0(α) : gr0(A)→ gr0(B) is injective.
Lemma 4.14 and Fact 4.15 imply the following criterion for split-injectivity.
Proposition 4.16. Let G be a finite p group, let R be a discrete valuation domain
of characteristic 0 with prime ideal pR, and let φ : X → Y ∈ mor(cMFG(Rlat))
be a natural transformation of cohomological R-lattice functors with the following
properties:
(i) gr0(φG) : gr0(XG)→ gr0(YG) is injective;
(ii) gr0(X) is of type H
0 and gr0(Y) is i-injective.
Then φ : X→ Y is split-injective.
5. Gentle R⊛-order categories
Throughout this section we fix a prime number p and assume further that R
is a principal ideal domain of characteristic 0 such that pR is a prime ideal, i.e.,
F = R/pR is a field, the residue field of R at pR. By K = quot(R) we denote the
quotient field of R.
5.1. Gentle R⊛-order categories. By GR(n, p), n ≥ 0, we denote the R-order
category with objects ob(GR(n, p)) = {0, . . . , n} and morphisms given by
(5.1) HomGR(n,p)(j, k) =


R.tj,k for j < k,
R. idk for j = k,
R.ij,k for j > k,
for 0 ≤ j, k ≤ n subject to the relations
(i) il,j = ik,j ◦ il,k for j ≤ k ≤ l;
(ii) tj,l = tk,l ◦ tj,k for j ≤ k ≤ l;
(iii) ij+1,j ◦ tj,j+1 = p. idj for j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1};
(iv) tk−1,k ◦ ik,k−1 = p. idk for k ∈ {1, . . . , n};
where we put tk,k = ik,k = idk for k ∈ {0, . . . , n}. It comes equipped with the
natural equivalence σ : GR(n, p) → GR(n, p)op of order 2, i.e., σ ◦ σ = idGR(n,p),
given by
(5.2) σ(k) = k, σ(tj,k) = ik,j , σ(ik,j) = tj,k, 0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n;
and thus forms an R⊛-order category.
Remark 5.1. Let µ = µGR(n,p) be the R-order representing GR(n, p) (cf. Re-
mark 2.5). Then µ⊗R F is a gentle F-algebra. It is well known that these algebras
are 1-Gorenstein (cf. [10]). However, for n ≥ 1 they are not of finite global dimen-
sion, and, therefore, they do not have the Whitehead property (cf. Fact 2.11 and
2.13).
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5.2. The unitary projection. Let Cpn be the cyclic group of order p
n. Then
(5.3) π : MR(Cpn) −→ GR(n, p),
given by π(U) = logp(|G : U |), π(iV,U ) = ij,i, π(tU,V ) = ti,j , ρ
U
g = idi, for
U, V ⊆ G, |U | = pn−i, |V | = pn−j , j ≥ i, is a unitary projection. Applying
infπ( ) shows that every functor F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p))) can also be considered as
a cohomological Mackey functor for the finite group Cpn . The deflation functor
defπ( ) can be described explicitly using the functor of Cpn -coinvariants Cpn , i.e.,
for X ∈ ob(cMFCpn (Rmod)) one has
(5.4) defπ(X)(k) = (XU )Cpn , |U | = p
n−k,
and defπ(α)(k) = (αU )Cpn : (XU )Cpn → (YU )Cpn for α ∈ HomMR(Cpn)(X,Y).
Furthermore, by Fact 2.14(c), one has for W ⊆ G, |W | = pn−k, that
(5.5) defπ(PW ) ≃ Pk.
5.3. Simple functors. As every functor F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)
op,Rmod)) is in par-
ticular a cohomological Cpn -Mackey functor, one can use the description given in
[23] in order to determine all simple functors in ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rmod
f.g.)). For
every ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , n} there exists a simple functor Sℓ given by
(5.6) Sℓ(k) =
{
F, for k = ℓ,
0, for k 6= ℓ;
Sℓ(tj,k) = 0, S
ℓ(ik,j) = 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n.
From Remark 3.2 one concludes that if R is discrete valuation ring of characteristic 0
with maximal ideal pR, then every simple functor S ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rmod
f.g.))
must be naturally isomorphic to some Sℓ, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n.
5.4. R-lattice functors of rank 1. Let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) be an R-
lattice functor. Then F(i0,k)⊗RK : F(k)⊗RK → F(0)⊗RK is an isomorphism of
finite-dimensional K-vector spaces, i.e., rk(F(k)) = rk(F(0)) for all k ∈ {0, . . . , n},
where rk(F(0)) denotes the rank of the free R-module F(0). We define the rank of
F by rk(F) = rk(F(0)).
If M is an R-lattice and B ⊆M is an R-submodule of M , we denote by
(5.7) satM (B) = { b ∈M | ∃r ∈ R \ {0} : r.b ∈ B }
the saturation of B in M . It is again an R-submodule ofM . Let G be a subfunctor
of the R-lattice functor F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)). Then satF(G) given by
(5.8) satF(G)(k) = satF(k)(G(k)),
0 ≤ k ≤ n, is a subfunctor of F containing G. The subfunctor G will be called sat-
urated, if satF(G) =G. The following fact allows us to reduce some considerations
to R-lattice functors of rank 1.
Fact 5.2. Let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)
op,Rlat)), rk(F) > 0. Then F contains a
saturated subfunctor of rank 1. In particular, there exists an ascending chain
(Fj)0≤j≤rk(F) of subfunctors of F satisfying F0 = 0, Fj−1 ⊆ Fj, Frk(F) = F
and Fj/Fj−1 is an R-lattice functor of rank 1.
Proof. Let a ∈ F(0), a 6= 0. Then R ⊆ F given by R(k) = satF(k)(RF(ik,0)(a))
together with the canonical maps is a saturated subfunctor of F. The final remark
follows by induction. 
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Let F be an R-lattice functor of rank 1. By (iii) and (iv) of the definition, for
k ∈ {0, . . . n−1} either F(tk,k+1) is an isomorphism, or F(ik+1,k) is an isomorphism.
Thus we can represent F by a diagram ∆F, where we draw an arrow from k+ 1 to
k if F(tk,k+1) : F(k + 1)→ F(k) is an isomorphism, and an arrow from k to k + 1
if F(ik+1,k) : F(k) → F(k + 1) is an isomorphism. It is straightforward to verify
that the isomorphism type of F is uniquely determined by ∆F, and that for every
arrow diagram ∆ there exists an R-lattice functor F∆ which is represented by this
diagram.
Remark 5.3. (a) For ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , n} let Pℓ = HomG( , ℓ) be the standard projective
R-lattice functor associated to ℓ (cf. §2.3). Then Pℓ has rank 1 and is represented
by the arrow diagram
(5.9) 0 1oo · · ·oo ℓ− 1oo ℓ //oo ℓ+ 1 // · · · // n− 1 // n .
(b) If F is represented by the diagram ∆F, then F
∗ is represented by the diagram
∆F∗ = ∆¯F, where all arrows are reversed.
(c) Let Jℓ = (Pℓ)∗, ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Then Jℓ is relative injective and, by (a) and
(b), Jℓ is represented by the diagram
(5.10) 0 // 1 // · · · // ℓ− 1 // ℓ ℓ+ 1oo · · ·oo n− 1oo noo .
In particular, P0 ≃ Jn and Pn ≃ J0 are relative injective.
Let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) be a an R-lattice functor of rank 1. Then ∆F
defines a connected graph ΓF in the plane R
2 = Re1 ⊕ Re2, where all arrows are
diagonal and point in negative e2-direction, e.g., for F ∈ ob(FR(GR(8, p)op,Rlat))
with ∆F given by
(5.11) 0 1oo // 2 // 3 4 //oo 5 // 6 // 7 8oo
one obtains the graph ΓF
(5.12)
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Let max(F) ⊂ ob(GR(n, p)) be the set of objects corresponding to local maxima in
the graph ΓF, i.e., k 6∈ {0, n} is contained in max(F) if, and only if, ∆F contains
a subdiagram of the form ( k − 1 k //oo k + 1 ). Moreover, 0 ∈ max(F) if
( 0 // 1 ) is a subdiagram of ∆F, while n ∈ max(F) if ( n− 1 noo ) is a
subdiagram of ∆F. E.g., for F ∈ ob(FR(GR(8, p)
op,Rlat)) as in (5.11) one has that
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max(F) = {1, 4, 8}. By min(F) we denote the subset of {1, . . . , n−1} corresponding
to local minima in the graph ∆F, i.e., ℓ 6∈ {0, n} is contained in min(F) if, and only
if, ∆F contains a subdiagram of the form ( k − 1 // k k + 1oo ). E.g., for
the functor F ∈ ob(FR(GR(8, p)op,Rlat)) as in (5.11) one has min(F) = {3, 7}.
Thus by construction, one has |max(F)| = |min(F)| + 1. The following fact is
straightforward.
Fact 5.4. Let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) be an R-lattice functor of rank 1. Then
natR(F,S
ℓ) ≃ F if ℓ ∈ max(F), and natR(F,Sℓ) = 0 if ℓ 6∈ max(F). Moreover, F
is projective if, and only if, min(F) = ∅.
Let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) be an R-lattice functor of rank 1 which is not
projective. Let s(F) ∈ max(F) be the smallest element in max(F), and let t(F) be
the smallest element in min(F). The projective R-lattice functor Ps(F) corresponds
to the diagram obtained from the diagram ∆F by changing all arrows between
vertices α and α+1, α ≥ t(F) to (α // α+ 1) . Let F∧ ∈ ob(FR(GR(n)op,Rlat))
be the R-lattice functor of rank 1 corresponding to the diagram obtained from the
diagram ∆F by changing all arrows between vertices α − 1 and α, α ≤ t(F) to
(α− 1 α)oo . E.g., for F ∈ ob(FR(GR(8, p)op,Rlat)) as in (5.11), ΓF∧ is given
by replacing the first segment by the path // in (5.12); and ∆F∧ is given by
(5.13) 0 1oo 2oo 3oo 4 //oo 5 // 6 // 7 8oo
5.5. The global dimension of GR(n, p). The following property will be essential
for the subsequent analysis.
Lemma 5.5. Let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) be an R-lattice functor of rank 1
which is not projective. Then one has a short exact sequence of R-lattice functors
(5.14) 0 // Pt(F)
ψ // Ps(F) ⊕ F∧
φ // F // 0.
Proof. One can identify Ps(F) and F∧ as subfunctors of F by putting
(5.15)
Ps(F)(k) =
{
F(k) for k ≤ t(F),
im(F(ik,t(F))) for k > t(F);
F∧(k) =
{
im(F(tk,t(F))) for k ≤ t(F),
F(k) for k > t(F).
for k ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Let φ1 : Ps(F) → F and φ2 : F∧ → F denote the canonical
inclusions. By construction, φ = φ1⊕φ2 : Ps(F)⊕F∧ → F is surjective with kernel
ker(φ) ⊆ Ps(F) ⊕ F∧ given by
(5.16) ker(φ)(k) = { (x,−x) ∈ Ps(F)(k)⊕ F∧(k) | x ∈ Ps(F)(k) ∩ F∧(k) },
i.e., ker(φ) ≃ Ps(F)∩F∧. By construction, X = Ps(F)∩F∧ is an R-lattice functor of
rank 1 with all maps X(tj,t(F)) and X(ik,t(F)) surjective for 0 ≤ j < t(F) < k ≤ n.
Hence all maps X(tj,t(F)), X(ik,t(F)), 0 ≤ j < t(F) < k ≤ n, are isomorphisms.
Thus ∆X = ∆Pt(F) , and this yields the claim. 
The equality |max(F∧)| = |min(F)|+ 1 has the following consequence.
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Proposition 5.6. Let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) be an R-lattice functor of
rank 1. Then one has a short exact sequence of R-lattice functors
(5.17) 0 //
⊕
j∈min(F)P
j α //⊕
k∈max(F)P
k β // F // 0.
In particular, proj. dimR(F) ≤ 1.
Proof. We proceed by induction on m = |max(F)|. If |max(F)| = 1, one has
min(F) = ∅, and hence F is projective. Therefore we may assume that m > 1,
and that the assertion is true for all R-lattice functors G of rank 1 satisfying
|max(G)| < m. Let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) with |max(F)| = m > 1. Hence
|max(F∧)| = m− 1, and, by induction, one has a short exact sequence
(5.18) 0 //
⊕
j∈min(F∧)P
j α
∧
//⊕
k∈max(F∧)P
k β
∧
// F∧ // 0.
For s = s(F), t = t(F) and β = (idPs ⊕β∧) ◦ φ one has a commutative and exact
diagram
(5.19) 0

0

0 // ker(ζ)

//⊕
j∈min(F∧)P
j
α∧

// 0

0 // ker(β) //
ζ
✤
✤
✤
Ps ⊕
⊕
k∈max(F∧)P
k
idPs ⊕β
∧

β // F // 0
0 // Pt

ψ // Ps ⊕ F∧
φ //

F //

0
0 0 0
where ψ and φ are as in Lemma 5.5 and ζ is the induced map. By the snake lemma,
one may extend this diagram by the arrows “ // ”. Hence ker(β) ≃
⊕
j∈min(F)P
j ,
and this yields the claim. 
Remark 5.7. By Remark 5.3, every functor F ∈ ob(FR(GR(1, p)op,Rlat)) of rank 1
is projective and relative injective.
Finally, one concludes the following theorem which is somehow counterintuitive
in view of Remark 5.1.
Theorem 5.8. Let p be a prime number, and let R be a principal ideal domain of
characteristic 0 such that pR is a prime ideal. Then
(a) LdimR(GR(1, p)) = 0 and gldimR(GR(1, p)) = 1; and
(b) LdimR(GR(n, p)) = 1 and gldimR(GR(n, p)) = 2 for n ≥ 2.
In particular, (GR(n, p), σ) has the Whitehead property.
Proof. Suppose that n ≥ 2. By Proposition 5.6, the projective dimension of any
R-lattice functor of rank 1 is less or equal to 1. Hence by Fact 5.2, induction on
the rank and the Horseshoe lemma [2, Lemma 2.5.1], GR(n, p) is of global R-lattice
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dimension less or equal to 1. Since there are R-lattice functors of rank 1 which are
not projective, one concludes that LdimR(GR(n, p)) = 1. For any simple functor
Sℓ, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n, one has proj. dim(Sℓ) = 2. Thus gldimR(GR(n, p)) = 2.
By Remark 5.7, any R-lattice functor of rank 1 of GR(1, p) is projective and
relative injective. Hence by Fact 5.2, induction on the rank and the Horseshoe
lemma, any R-lattice functor is projective, i.e., LdimR(GR(1, p)) = 0. For the simple
functors Sℓ, ℓ ∈ {0, 1}, one has proj. dim(Sℓ) = 1. Thus gldimR(GR(n, p)) = 1.
The final remark is a direct consequence of Fact 2.11. 
5.6. Projective R-lattice functors. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of
characteristic 0 with maximal ideal pR. Then R is a noetherian ring, and every
proper subfunctor G ( F of a functor F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rmod
f.g.)) must
be contained in a maximal subfunctor M ( F. Moreover, from the discussion in
subsection 5.3 one concludes that F/M ≃ Sℓ for some ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , n}. We define
the radical of F ob(FR(GR(n, p)
op,Rmod
f.g.)) by
(5.20) rad(F) =
⋂
M(F
M maximal
M.
and the head of F by hd(F) = F/ rad(F). In particular, there exist non-negative
integers f0, . . . , fn ∈ N0 such that
(5.21) hd(F) ≃ f0S
0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fnS
n.
Here we used the abbreviation mZ = ⊕1≤j≤mZ. Moreover, hd(F) = 0 if, and only
if, F = 0. Furthermore, the following property holds.
Fact 5.9. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with maximal
ideal pR, and let φ : G → F ∈ mor(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rmod
f.g.)) be a natural trans-
formation of functors with values in the category of finitely generated R-modules.
Then φ is surjective if, and only if, the induced map hd(φ) : hd(G) → hd(F) is
surjective.
From this one concludes the following property.
Fact 5.10. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with maximal
ideal pR, and let F ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)). Then rk(F) ≤ dimF(hd(F)), and
equality holds if, and only if, F is projective.
Proof. Suppose that hd(F) ≃ f0S
0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fnS
n. Put P = f0P
0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fnP
n.
Since P is projective, there exists a natural transformation φ : P → F such that
hd(φ) : hd(P)→ hd(F) is an isomorphism. By Fact 5.9, φ is surjective, and thus
(5.22) dimF(hd(F)) = dimF(hd(P)) = rk(P) ≥ rk(F).
If rk(F) = dimF(hd(F)), then φ must be an isomorphism. Assume that F is pro-
jective. Then φ is split-surjective, i.e., there exists a projective R-lattice functor
Q ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) such that P ≃ F⊕Q. As hd(φ) is an isomorphism,
this yields hd(Q) = 0. Hence Q = 0, and F is isomorphic to P. 
The proof of Fact 5.10 has shown also the following.
Corollary 5.11. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with
maximal ideal pR, and let P ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rlat)) be a projective R-lattice
functor satisfying hd(P) ≃ f0S0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fnSn. Then P ≃ f0P0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fnPn.
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6. Cohomological Mackey functors for cyclic p-groups
Throughout this section we assume that R is a discrete valuation domain of
characteristic 0 with maximal ideal pR and that G is a finite cyclic p-group of order
pn.
6.1. The deflation functor. Let π : MR(G) −→ GR(n, p) denote the unitary
projection (cf. §5.2), let π = infπ(defπ( )), and let η : idcMFG(Rmod) →
π de-
note the unit of the adjunction. In particular, ηX : X → Xπ is surjective, and
ηX,G : XG → XπG is an isomorphism for all X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod)).
Fact 6.1. Let G be a finite cyclic group of order pn, let R be an integral domain of
characteristic 0, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)) be a cohomological R-lattice functor
which is Hilbert90. Then one has a canonical isomorphism
(6.1) defπ(X)(k) ≃ im(tXU,G) ⊆ XG,
for U ⊆ G, |U | = pn−k.
Proof. Let g ∈ G be a generator ofG, i.e., defπ(X)(k) = XU/(1−g)XU . Periodicity
of Tate cohomology implies that Hˆ−1(G/U,XU ) = H
1(G/U,XU ) = 0. Thus by
(4.14), ker(tXU,G) = (1− g)XU . Hence the induced map
(6.2) XU/(1− g)XU
t˜XU,G // XG
is injective. This yields the claim. 
From Fact 6.1 one concludes the following.
Corollary 6.2. Let G be a finite cyclic group of order pn, let R be an integral
domain of characteristic 0, and let φ : X → Y ∈ mor(cMFG(Rlat)) be a natural
transformation of cohomological R-lattice functors with the following properties:
(i) X and Y are Hilbert90;
(ii) φG : XG → YG is injective.
Then defπ(φ) : defπ(X)→ defπ(Y) is injective. In particular, if
(6.3) 0 // X
α // Y
β // Z // 0
is a short exact sequence of R-lattice functors all of which are Hilbert90, then
(6.4) 0 // defπ(X)
defpi(α)// defπ(Y)
defpi(β)// defπ(Z) // 0
is exact.
Proposition 6.3. Let G be a finite cyclic group of order pn, let R be an Dedekind
domain of characteristic 0, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)) be a cohomological R-
lattice functor which is Hilbert90. Then X is π-acyclic.
Proof. Let (P•, ∂
P
• , εX) be a projective resolution of X in cMFG(Rmod) with Pk
projective R-lattice functors. In particular, Qk = im(∂
P
k ), k ≥ 1, is an R-lattice
functor. By construction, one has the short exact sequences
(6.5) 0 // Q1 // P0 // X // 0,
0 // Qk+1 // Pk // Qk // 0,
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for k ≥ 1. Thus by induction and Proposition 4.11, Qk is a Hilbert90 R-lattice
functors for all k ≥ 1. Hence by Corollary 6.2, one has short exact sequences
(6.6) 0 // defπ(Q1) // def
π(P0) // def
π(X) // 0,
0 // defπ(Qk+1) // def
π(Pk) // def
π(Qk) // 0,
for k ≥ 1. This implies that Lk def
π(X) = 0 for all k ≥ 1. 
Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with maximal ideal pR,
and let G be a cyclic p-group. As in subsection 5.6 one concludes that every proper
subfunctorY ( X of a cohomologicalG-Mackey functorX ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod
f.g.))
must be contained is a maximal subfunctorM ( X. Therefore we define the radical
of X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod
f.g.)) by
(6.7) rad(X) =
⋂
M(X
M maximal
M.
and the head ofX by hd(X) = X/ rad(X). By Remark 3.2, there exist non-negative
integers fU ∈ N0, U ⊆ G, such that
(6.8) hd(X) ≃
⊕
U⊆G fUS
U .
Since every simple cohomological G-Mackey functor S ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod
f.g.)) is
isomorphic to infπ(Σ) for some simple functor Σ ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p)op,Rmod
f.g.)),
one has ker(ηX) ⊆ rad(X). This inclusion has the following consequence.
Proposition 6.4. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with
maximal ideal pR, and let G be a finite cyclic p-group. Let φ : X → Y be a natu-
ral transformation of cohomological G-Mackey functors with values in the category
Rmod
f.g.. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) φ is surjective;
(ii) φπ : Xπ → Yπ is surjective;
(iii) hd(φ) : hd(X)→ hd(Y) is surjective.
Proof. The natural surjection τ : id→ hd( ) factors through the natural surjection
η : id→ π, i.e., there exists a natural surjection ψ : π → hd( ) such that τ = ψ◦η.
This yields the implications (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii). Suppose that (iii) holds and that φ
is not surjective. Then im(φ) is contained in a maximal subfunctor M ( Y. Thus
for S = Y/M, the kernel of the map φ∗ : natG(Y,S) → natG(X,S) is non-trivial.
However, in the commutative diagram
(6.9) natG(hd(Y),S)
hd(φ)∗ //
(τY)∗

natG(hd(X),S)
(τX)∗

natG(Y,S)
φ∗ // natG(X,S)
the vertical maps are isomorphisms, and hd(φ)∗ is injective forcing ker(φ∗) = 0, a
contradiction. This yields the claim. 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem which is one of the key results
in this paper.
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Theorem 6.5. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with max-
imal ideal pR, let G be a finite cyclic p-group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)) be a
cohomological G-Mackey functor with values in the category of R-lattices which is
Hilbert90. Then there exists a finite G-set Ω such that X ≃ h0(R[Ω]). In particular,
X is projective.
Proof. The deflation functor defπ : cMFG(Rmod) −→ FR(GR(p, n),Rmod) associ-
ated to the unitary projection π : MR(G) −→ GR(p, n) has the following properties:
(1) (MR(G)), σ) is ⊛-symmetric (cf. Prop. 4.10).
(2) GR(n, p) has global R-lattice dimension less or equal to 1 (cf. Thm. 5.8),
and thus has the Whitehead property (cf. Fact 2.11 and Fact 2.13).
(3) An R-lattice functor Y ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)) is ⊛-acyclic if, and only if, it
has the Hilbert90 property (cf. Prop. 4.10). By Proposition 6.3, such a
functor is π-acyclic.
In particular, the hypothesis of Theorem 2.16 are satisfied, and one concludes that
Z = defπ(X) ∈ ob(FR(GR(n, p),Rmod)) is projective. Hence there exist non-
negative integers f0, . . . , fn such that Z ≃ f0P0 ⊕ · · · fnPn (cf. Cor. 5.11).
Let ηX : X→ Xπ be the canonical map (cf. §6.1), i.e.,Xπ ≃
⊕
0≤k≤n inf
π(fkP
k).
Let Uk ⊆ G denote the unique subgroup of G of index pk, and let Ω be the G-set
Ω =
⊔
0≤k≤n fk(G/Uk). Put P = h
0(R[Ω]). Then P ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat)) is projec-
tive (cf. Fact 3.1). Since defπ(h0(R[G/Uk])) ≃ Pk for all k ∈ {0, . . . , n}, one has an
isomorphism φπ : Pπ → Xπ. Since P is projective, there exists a homomorphism
of cohomological G-Mackey functors such that the diagram
(6.10) P
φ //
ηP

X
ηX

Pπ
φpi // Xπ
commutes. By construction, φπG is an isomorphism, and ηP,G and ηX,G are iso-
morphisms (cf. §6.1). Thus φG is an isomorphism. In particular, with the same
notations as used in subsection 4.6, the map gr0(φG) : gr0(P) → gr0(X) is an iso-
morphism. By hypothesis, X is an R-lattice functor with the Hilbert90 property,
and the same is true for P (cf. Remark 4.4). Hence gr0(X) and gr0(P) are of
type H0 (cf. Prop. 4.12), and φ is split-injective (cf. Prop. 4.16). Moreover, by
Proposition 6.4, φ must be surjective. This yields the claim. 
As an immediate consequence of Remark 4.4 we obtain the following.
Corollary 6.6. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with maxi-
mal ideal pR, let G be a finite cyclic p-group of order pn, and let P ∈ ob(cMFG(Rlat))
be a projective R-lattice functor. Then there exist non-negative integers fW ∈ N0,
W ⊆ G, such that P ≃
⊕
U⊆G fWP
W , i.e.,
(6.11) K0(MR(G)) ≃ B(G) ≃ Z
n,
where B(G) denotes the Burnside ring of G.
In case that the R[G]-lattice M satisfies a Hilbert90 property, one obtains the
following.
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Corollary 6.7. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with max-
imal ideal pR, let G be a finite cyclic p-group, and let M be an R[G]-lattice such
that H1(U, resGU (M)) = 0 for every subgroup U of G. Then there exists a finite
G-set Ω such that M ≃ R[Ω].
Proof. By hypothesis,X = h0(M) is a cohomologicalG-Mackey functor with values
in the category ofR-lattices satisfying the Hilbert90 property. Thus by Theorem 6.5,
there exists a finite G-set Ω such that X ≃ h0(R[Ω]). Hence evaluating the functors
X and h0(R[Ω]) on the subgroup {1} yields the claim. 
The following property is a direct consequence of Tate duality (cf. Prop. 4.6)
and completes the proof of Theorem A.
Proposition 6.8. Let R be a principal ideal domain of characteristic 0, let G be
a finite group, let U be a subgroup of G, and let M be an R[G]-lattice. Then the
following are equivalent.
(i) H1(U, resGU (M
∗)) = 0;
(ii) Hˆ−1(U, resGU (M)) = 0;
(iii) M/ωR[U ]M is torsion free.
Proof. By (4.11), (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Let NU : M → MU be the U -norm
map, i.e., for m ∈M one has NU (m) =
∑
u∈U u ·m. As M is an R[U ]-lattice, M
U
is an R-lattice. Hence
(6.12) torR(M/ωR[U ]M) = ker(NU )/ωR[U ]M = Hˆ
−1(U, resGU (M)),
where torR( ) denotes the R-submodule of R-torsion elements. Thus (ii) and (iii)
are equivalent. 
6.2. Projective dimensions. In conjunction with Proposition 4.11, Theorem 6.5
has strong implications on the projective dimension of a cohomological Mackey
functor of a cyclic p-group.
Theorem 6.9. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with max-
imal ideal pR, let G be a finite cyclic p-group, and let X ∈ ob(cMFG(Rmod
f.g.)).
Let
(6.13) P2
∂2 // P1
∂1 // P0
εX // X // 0
be a partial projective resolution of X by projective R-lattice functors. Then
(a) ker(∂2) is a projective R-lattice functor, i.e., proj. dim(X) ≤ 3.
(b) If X is i-injective, then ker(∂1) is a projective R-lattice functor, i.e., one
has proj. dim(X) ≤ 2.
(c) If X is of type H0, then ker(∂0) is a projective R-lattice functor, i.e., one
has proj. dim(X) ≤ 1.
In particular, if G is non-trivial then Ldim(MR(G)) = 2, and gldim(MR(G)) = 3.
Proof. (a) By Proposition 4.11(a), (b) and (c), ker(∂0) is an R-lattice functor and
thus i-injective, ker(∂1) is of type H
0, and ker(∂2) is Hilbert
90. Hence Theorem 6.5
yields the claim in this case. (b) and (c) follow by a similar argument. From (a)
one concludes that gldim(MR(G)) ≤ 3, and (b) implies Ldim(MR(G)) ≤ 2. If G
is non-trivial, the discussion in subsection 4.1 shows that proj. dim(BG) = 3. This
yields the final remark (cf. (2.12)). 
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Remark 6.10. Let F be a field of characteristic p, and let G be a non-trivial, finite
cyclic p-group. Then MF(G) is not of finite global dimension, but MF(G) is 2-
Gorenstein (cf. Prop. 4.8). This phenomenon occured already for the gentleR-order
categories (in dimension 1) (cf. Rem. 5.1).
6.3. Lattices. From Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.9(b), one concludes the following.
Theorem 6.11. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with
maximal ideal pR, let G be a finite cyclic p-group, and let M be an R[G]-lattice.
Then there exist finite G-sets Ω0 and Ω1, and a short exact sequence
(6.14) 0 // R[Ω1] // R[Ω0] // M // 0.
Proof. Let X = h0(M). As X is of type H0, Theorem 6.9(b) implies that X has a
projective resolution
(6.15) 0 // P1
∂1 // P0
εX // X // 0,
whereP0 and P1 are projective R-lattice functors. As P0 andP1 have the Hilbert
90
property (cf. Remark 4.4), Theorem 6.5 implies that there exist finite G-sets Ω0
and Ω1 such that Pi = h
0(R[Ωi]), i ∈ {0, 1}. Thus evaluating the functors on {1}
yields the claim. 
6.4. Extending A. Weiss’ theorem. The following property can be seen as an
extension of A. Weiss’ theorem for finite cyclic p-groups.
Proposition 6.12. Let R be a discrete valuation domain of characteristic 0 with
maximal ideal pR for some prime number p, let G be a finite cyclic p-group, and
let M be an R[G]-lattice. Suppose that for some subgroup N of G one has
(i) resGN (M) is an R[N ]-permutation module;
(ii) MN is an R[G/N ]-permutation module.
Then M is isomorphic to an R[G]-permutation module, i.e., there exists some finite
G-set Ω such that M ≃ R[Ω].
Proof. Let U be a subgroup of G. If U ⊆ N , then by (i), resGU (M) is an R[U ]-
permutation module. Thus one has H1(U, resGU (M)) = 0. Suppose that N ( U .
Since N is a normal subgroup of U , the 5-term exact sequence in cohomology yields
an exact sequence
(6.16)
0 // H1(U/N,MN) // H1(U, resGU (M))
// H1(N, resGN(M))
G/N
Hence by (i), one has H1(N, resGN (M)) = 0. From (ii) one concludes that M
N is
an R[U/N ]-permutation module, and therefore H1(U/N,MN ) = 0. Thus by (6.16)
one has H1(U, resGU (M)) = 0. The assertion then follows from Theorem A. 
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